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ABSTRACT

The paper presents a new approach for integrating data uncertainty into a hybrid GIS environment. Such a hybrid system can process raster data as well as vector data in an integrated manner taking uncertainty into account. For this purpose a hybrid data model is defined and extended to manage data uncertainty. The uncertainty description is based on probability measures. The consequences for the analysis methods are demonstrated by two selected operations. First, we concentrate on raster-vector-conversion which is often applied in a hybrid system and secondly treat polygon overlay. Some examples help to clarify the modifications made for these functions.

1 INTRODUCTION

The increasing availability of data for geographic information systems (GIS) is indicated by the current discussions about data warehouses, internet access to databases and open GIS. Even today a variety of data sets are offered like topographic information, cadastral data, statistical data or digital orthophotos and satellite images. Providers of data can be found in public administration as well as in private companies. For the user community the data availability has a large impact on the realization of projects. It is not a vision that data collection will widely change from digitizing own data sources to transferring or accessing data from existing databases. This will result in an enormous reduction of costs what will promote the further growing of GIS and its applications. For the GIS users this means, that two sub groups have to be distinguished: a smaller group of data producers and a larger group of data consumers where producers and consumers normally are different persons or institutions. So we can think of applications that are able to run without creating own data. To exploit the real potential of the offered data (i.e. to use whatever data source is available) and to concentrate completely on the thematic aspects, a hybrid system is required. A hybrid system can handle both fundamental data types - raster and vector data - in an integrated manner. For example, topographic data in vector format derived from analogous maps can be easily combined with landuse information in raster format gained by satellite images. The management and processing is done by the hybrid system without any special user interaction.

The importance of data quality comes along with the increase in data availability. By accessing various sources the combination of data with significantly different quality features is enabled (e.g. small scale geological data and highly accurate cadastral data). Any combinations of data are imaginable, also such combinations that might be without any practical use. Two major questions arise in this context (Glemser, Klein, 1998):

- Which data fit the requirements for a given application?
- How accurate is the result of an analysis?

The first question contributes to the avoidance of senseless combinations. It can be answered by an examination of the meta description of the data set. Among others the meta description should consists of a list of quality features. Possible features of the list are lineage, logical consistency, geometric, thematic and temporal accuracy (CEN, 1996). Corresponding to these features the user has to define his requirements and has to check them against the given meta description of each set. Only such data should pass the examination that fulfill all requirements. The test especially becomes important if there is more than one data source available with nearly the same thematic contents. Then the best selection of data for the application can be determined. Even though the first question is an important one the present paper concentrates on the second question, which is more difficult to solve. It is not sufficient to select and use only fitting data because this would not guarantee the quality and reliability of analysis results. In addition, also the uncertainty of the outcome has to be evaluated. For this purpose some extensions in data structure and GIS functionality are necessary. Presumed that the uncertainty of input data is known the hybrid data model has to be extended in order to manage the uncertainty information. Furthermore the complete set of analysis methods has to be adapted to propagate the uncertainty onto the output results.

In the following sections a hybrid data structure is presented which is enhanced with respect to the management of data uncertainty. A probabilistic approach is used as uncertainty model. In this approach the
geometric accuracy of an object is related to the probability that any point belongs to the object. On the other hand, the thematic accuracy is related to the probability, that a specific attribute has the assigned value. The hybrid data structure is altered with respect to both aspects. Another focus is set on the GIS functionality and its accompanying modifications when uncertainty is integrated. We limit ourselves to the discussion of two basic methods. The first one is the conversion from raster to vector representation and vice versa which plays a main role in hybrid data processing. The problem is to avoid a loss in accuracy during the conversion step. The geometry of a transformed object should be identical (within the limits of discretization) compared to the original. The second method is the well-known polygon overlay of two data sets which comes out with new objects containing the attributes of both input sets. Therefore the propagation of the input probabilities onto the output is defined. A set of examples demonstrates how the propagation operates and which results are obtained for different cases.

2 HYBRID DATA

Spatial phenomena can be represented geometrically either in vector or in raster format (Bill, Fritsch, 1991). The raster format results from a regular x,y-sampling in connected raster cells. To each cell one attribute value is assigned. The vector format uses geometrical primitives like points and lines to build up a variable spatial structure which can possess a number of attributes. The kind of format used is determined by the digitizing method applied. For example, if a digitizer tablet is used the result will be vector data whereas a scanner produces raster data. On the other hand the choice of equipment primarily depends on the properties of the considered spatial phenomena. In general two types of phenomena can be distinguished: fields and objects (Burrough, 1986). Fields are unbounded characteristics of space which often possess a continuous variation in their values. Examples are temperature, various kinds of density distributions or height. In contrast, objects are phenomena that can be spatially and thematically separated from each other and can be grouped together in classes. Each object consists of a set of attributes representing the thematic aspect. In contrast to fields the attributes are seen as spatially discrete (which does not mean that their values have to be discrete). The spatial component is defined by the position and extension of the phenomena, i.e. the spatial validity of the attribute set. Examples for classes are roads, houses or landuse areas.

Looking at the two possible representation (raster and vector) we can state that raster is the adequate structure to represent fields because the resolution of the raster can easily be adapted to the continuous spatial variation inherent in fields. Isolines are possible vector representation but they do not recover the continuous aspect of fields. An additional interpolation algorithm is needed. For objects, the critical aspect to model is the representation of the spatial position and extension of the phenomena. This can be done in either structures, i.e. in raster and in vector, respectively. Vector format is more often used in practice because of its compact structure which saves computer resources. Another advantage of vector structure is found if there is a demand for high precision in position (e.g. in the domain of cadastre). Vector data is more suitable than raster for this purpose because of the continuous spatial reference of coordinates accessed for vector data. In the scope of the paper we limit ourselves to the representation of objects in a hybrid manner, i.e. by using raster and vector format, without including fields.

Hybrid data are created if raster and vector data are used together in one system environment. For the system architecture different stages of integration can be distinguished (Ehlers et al., 1989; Yang, 1992):

1. **Hybrid Visualization**: Vector and raster data are visualized together. One format is the main processing structure of the system, the other one serves as background information supplier.

2. **Hybrid Processing**: Different analyses can be performed in both structures independently from each other. Explicit conversion allows the change in format.

3. **Hybrid Data Structure**: The data structures for raster and vector are integrated based on a hybrid data model. Analysis methods are able to process the hybrid data which means that they work independently from the present format.

Only the third stage fulfills the requirements for a fully hybrid processing of data. It enables the user to process data without knowing if it is actually structured in vector or raster format. The user has access to the complete functionality of the system, so that he can fully concentrate on his application.

---

**Figure 1**: Data models for raster data, vector data and hybrid data
The third stage is based on a hybrid model. It can be developed by combining the models for raster and vector data. Figure 1 shows typical data models for both. Beside the treatment of geometry the models have obvious differences in representing the thematic component. In the raster model multiple attribute values for each thematic aspect are allowed. This is absolutely necessary if fields have to be modeled. The vector model assumes that the attribute value is constant over the whole extension of an individual phenomenon. The approach applied here for building a hybrid model is derived from Molenaar and Fritsch (1991). It requires the existence of objects as spatial phenomena. In the case of fields a transformation has to be defined. The hybrid model used in this work is shown on the lower half of Figure 1. The thematic component is the same as in the vector model whereas the geometric component allows a raster or a vector representation as alternative possibilities. A more detailed description of the model in object oriented representation (Rumbaugh et al., 1991) is shown in Figure 2. The model defines that an object possesses either a vector or a raster representation and has multiple attributes attached to it.

3 DATA UNCERTAINTY

Spatial data can be divided in a geometric and a thematic component. The geometric component defines the position and the extension of the spatial phenomenon, and the thematic component includes all descriptive information. Various influences are responsible that the data cannot be collected completely error-free (Burrough, 1986; Caspary, 1992). For example, measurements are always of limited accuracy due to resolution of the equipment and human operator interactions. These influences cause some amount of uncertainty. Because we are not able to avoid uncertainty, we have to deal with it (Arronoff, 1989). For this purpose a model has to be defined. In the following appropriate models are discussed for the different components of spatial data.

3.1 Geometric Uncertainty

Uncertainty in geometry refers to the variation in position of geometric primitives (points, lines, areas) which represent a spatial object. An example for such a variation is shown in Figure 3 where one object is collected ten times by different operators.

An uncertainty model should describe the variation in a quantitative way by a set of parameters. Different approaches are possible (Glemser, 1994). One is based on the well-known epsilon-band (Blakemore, 1984) where an error-band is laid around each primitive. It is assumed that somewhere within the epsilon-band the unknown true position can be found. The shape of the band was subject in various investigations (Caspary, Scheuring, 1992; Shi, 1994). Another approach looks at the object as a fuzzy set of points. Here the uncertainty is handled with the theory of fuzzy sets developed by Zadeh (1965).

A series of approaches use stochastic methods to describe the variation. For example, the variable extension of the object can be defined by evaluating the frequency of slivers belonging to an object, if the object is multiple collected like shown in Figure 3 (Molenaar, 1996). Another possibility is to treat primitives as random variables and characterize them by a distribution function (Glemser, 1996). In general the standard Gaussian distribution is applied for this purpose. One important parameter of the function is defined by the standard deviation of the random variable which has to be determined for each object. The value can either be estimated individually through comparison with a reference set or can be determined by prior knowledge. In the stochastic approach probabilities define an alternative uncertainty description (Kraus, Haussteiner, 1993). They can be calculated for every position in space indicating
the belonging to an object. The probability is dependant on the distribution function and the distance measured between the certain position and the object boundary.

This research focuses on probability measures to describe the geometric uncertainty of an object. For this purpose the spatially continuous probability function is approximated for each object by a discrete raster, which forms a probability matrix. This corresponds to a rasterization of the object and an assignment of a probability value for each pixel of the object. The size of the raster cells depends on the standard deviation of the primitives. The size should be small enough to enable a reconstruction of the function. This can be achieved by setting the size $d = \alpha / 4$. The formulas for the calculation of the probabilities vary for the different types of primitives. For area objects the probability is calculated as

$$p(x,y) = p(d) = \frac{d}{\sqrt{2\pi}} f(t) \ dt = F(d)$$

with $f(t)$ as the density function of the Gaussian distribution and $F(d)$ as its distribution function. The value $d$ is defined as the smallest distance measured between the position $P(x,y)$ of the raster cell and the mean boundary of the object. It is positive if $P$ lies inside the object and negative if outside. An additional parameter is applied for points and lines which use the width $w$ of the object for calculation. Then a probability measure for lines and points is given as

$$p(d,w) = \frac{w}{2} + d \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} f(t) \ dt = F\left(\frac{w}{2} + d\right)$$

and for points

$$p(x,y) = p(d,w)^2 \cdot p(-d,w)^2 = F\left(\frac{w}{2} + d\right) \cdot F\left(\frac{w}{2} - d\right)$$

The probability matrix is calculated for each object and is stored with the original data set as additional information.

3.2 Thematic Uncertainty

Attribute values can be distinguished according to the scale they belong to. In general the following four scales exists: nominal, ordinal, interval and ratio scale. Nominal and ordinal scale create discrete values whereas the values belonging to the interval or ratio scale are continuous. Uncertainty of continuous values can be described with the same models that are used for the geometric component, as positional information is also continuous (Drummond, 1995). But we want to concentrate on discrete values in the discussion. Sources for such data can be found for example in the field of remote sensing where classification algorithms produce landuse values from satellite images. Uncertainty in such values is reflected by the degree of truth that the specific attribute possesses the assigned value. The degree of truth can also be expressed using probability measures (e.g. the probability that the landuse type of an area object is meadow). Statistical methods (e.g. maximum likelihood classification) are able to estimate the probabilities (Shi, 1994; Stehman, 1997). The possibility to use probabilities confirms the choice of the stochastic model for geometric uncertainty. Now both components are based on the same model which facilitates the integration in joint analyses. This is essential for hybrid data processing and defines an advantage compared to other approaches. Probabilities can also be used to perform a segmentation on the classified images in an object building process (Klein et al., 1998).

3.3 Uncertainty of Raster Data and Vector Data

Raster and vector data consist both of a geometric and a thematic component. This means that in general both types are influenced by uncertainties of each component. The situation changes if we look at the formation of the data types. Using the definition by Chrisman (1991) a discernable data type is built through fixing one aspect and measuring the other. The two aspects correspond to the two components of an object. Raster data fixes the geometry by the definition of a strict raster matrix and allows variable attribute values. In contrast to that vector data fixes the thematic component in the way that the attribute values are determined in advance and the valid spatial extension of these attributes is measured. Because the fixed component is always constant, it can be taken as error-free. The remaining uncertainty is included only in the measured component. We can follow easily, that in case of raster data the attribute values are uncertain but not the position of the raster cell, whereas in case of vector data geometry is uncertain but not the attribute values.

4 COMMON MODEL FOR UNCERTAIN HYBRID DATA

Following the previous discussions a hybrid data model should include both aspects of uncertainty.

Figure 4: Hybrid data model with integration of uncertainty (OMT-syntax: Rumbaugh et al., 1991).
Figure 4 shows the extensions of the presented hybrid model. Uncertainty descriptions (quality measures) are attached to the attributes and to the geometry. As discussed before only vector representations possess geometric uncertainty. But to emphasize that the geometry is the uncertain factor, the description is attached to the geometry component. In case of a raster representation this part remains unused even it would be possible to assign uncertainty values. The same problem is found in the attribute component where uncertainty is attached to all attributes independent of the type of representation.

The model is based on probabilities as uncertainty measures. The storage of the probabilities is managed by a raster matrix. Such a matrix has to be built for each object if the geometry is uncertain. A single matrix for each attribute is sufficient to hold probabilities for all objects.

5 HANDLING UNCERTAINTY IN HYBRID METHODS

The integration of uncertainty requires additional steps during the data input. More steps means more data. This increases the efforts and therefore costs for the production of spatial information. Such an effort is only justified if the outcome is of higher value for the user. For this purpose also analysis methods have to be extended to take uncertainty into account. In the following the impact of the two methods is discussed. First, raster-vector conversion is considered followed by a polygon overlay. The overall objective reaching a higher level in data interpretation is demonstrated with some examples.
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Figure 5: Example of a line object (a) converted into a raster object, with low uncertainty (b) or with high uncertainty (c). Geometry is visualized in black. Probabilities are shown in gray (white = low probability, dark gray = high probability).

5.1 Raster-Vector/Vector-Raster-Conversion

Raster-vector conversion is part of the basic functionality in a hybrid GIS. It allows the changing between the geometric representations of an object. This is necessary if a certain analysis method expects data of a specific type. One reason for the expectation is that the result can be processed much easier in that specific format than in the other. For example, the overlay problem discussed in section 5.2 is easier and faster to solve with raster data than with vector data. Thus the conversion very often serves as a background operation which runs before or after the main function. It would be comfortable, if it ran automatically without any user interaction, even without being noticed by the user. The problem is that normally some parameters have to be set which control the conversion. With the integration of uncertainty these values can be estimated. In the following the definition of the parameters according to uncertainty is discussed for the two directions of conversion.

5.1.1 Vector-to-Raster Conversion

Vector-to-raster conversion is a simple task which can be carried out in a single step. Many algorithms are known for performing that task (Jäger, 1990). In general the user has to define the size of the raster cells generated. In our approach the cell size is taken from the existing cell size used for generating the uncertainty matrix of the object geometry. Using this cell size has the advantage that the resolution of the raster data is adapted to the uncertainty of the data (e.g. low uncertainty means small cells). Then the uncertainty of the object can directly be seen in the visualization (see Figure 5).

5.1.2 Raster-to-Vector Conversion

Raster-to-vector conversion is a more complex operation. One main problem is that each primitive type needs an own algorithm for generating that type. Thus at least three algorithms have to be implemented according to points, lines and areas (see Figure 6). Generating a point is simply calculating the point of gravity for the raster cells. The conversion into a line consists of several steps. The approach used here is described by Cramer (1993). The following steps are performed: distance transformation, skeleton building, line extraction and line thinning. The line thinning in the end requires a value for the degree of thinning (Douglas, Peuker, 1973). This can be set depending on the original cell size of the raster object. The conversion into an area is similar to the line generation except that we have to apply the discussed algorithm for the boundary of the raster object. We receive again the boundary of the object converted into vectors. The vectors have to fulfill the constraint that they build a closed polygon.

5.1.3 Conversion of Uncertainty

For raster and vector data the uncertainty is described in the same way using probability measures. For both formats an uncertainty matrix stores the values. Thus the conversion of the uncertainty during raster/vector conversion is a trivial step because no new information is generated and thus the values remain unchanged. Only the interpretation changes (see Figure 7). For vector data the value describes the probability that the specific position is part of the object whereas for raster data the value means the probability that the assigned attribute value is correct.
5.2 Hybrid Overlay Analysis

Polygon overlay is a basic functionality which is offered by most GIS products. It takes two sets of input objects and intersects them geometrically. The result is a set of new objects consisting only of the intersection parts. Mostly the implementations are limited to data of equal type (e.g. areas can only intersect with areas). The use of hybrid data requires an extension of the normal implementations. For this purpose a new hybrid overlay function is developed. It is called hybrid, because of two aspects. First, the function is independent of the type of primitive (point, line or area) and of the type of data representation (vector or raster). Second, the method takes advantage of the fact that with raster data the overlay operation is easier than with vector data. In the raster domain it is a simple Boolean-And-operator on the raster cells. Thus polygon overlay is realized here using raster overlay technique. If the data is given in vector format it is automatically converted into raster using the described method. Then the overlay is performed completely with raster data. The propagation of the probabilities is defined by

\[ p_{\text{xy}}(A_1 \cap A_2) = p_{\text{xy}}(A_1) \cdot p_{\text{xy}}(A_2) \]

with \( p_{\text{xy}}(A_1) \) and \( p_{\text{xy}}(A_2) \) as the probabilities of the two objects possessing their assigned attributes values \( (A_1, A_2) \) at a certain position \( P(x, y) \) (Shi, 1994; Henneberg, 1997). Independence of the attributes is assumed. The result is stored in a new uncertainty matrix. After all the new objects are in the same structure as all others and can be treated in other operations in the same way. Some examples of polygon overlay with uncertainty are shown and explained in Figure 8.

6 CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

The paper showed the integration of uncertainty in a hybrid system environment. For this purpose first a hybrid data structure was defined and then extended to hold uncertainty values for raster and vector data. The impact of the uncertainty on analysis tools was discussed focusing on raster/vector conversion and polygon overlay. There are some limitations of the current approach which are subject to further investigations and research. The presented approach is based on objects as spatial phenomena. If fields have to be included they must be transformed into objects. For such phenomena, where an adequate representation can not be found (i.e. phenomena which are highly variable, e.g. temperature) the model has to be extended allowing fields as well. Up to now only discrete values for attributes are considered. The problem defining an extension to continuous attributes is that probabilities are not suitable to describe the uncertainty of such attributes. A possible solution is to open the uncertainty modeling and allow multiple uncertainty measures in parallel. The conversion between these measures is a main problem to be solved. For the working with a GIS, it is necessary that all methods take uncertainty into account. Some methods can be adapted already, others should be investigated in more detail in the future.
Figure 8: Two intersecting objects (a) – a town (area object) and a power supply line (line object). Uncertainty of the two objects is shown in (b). The darker the gray value the higher the probability is. The result of the polygon overlay is a raster object consisting of a line of raster cells (c) with uncertainty of the object as background information. Obviously there are several intersection regions with varying probabilities (indicated by different gray values). Based on the uncertainty the geometry of the object can be transformed (d). Here all cells are building the geometry which have a probability of more than $p = 0.25$. 
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